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PREFACE 

THIS little book is the outcome of an 
attempt to rescue for English reade.ts an 
unpublished essay on the meaning and pur
pose of Syndicalism. It was written early in 
1913 by Mr. Odon Por for a Socialist Magazine 
which was to have been published in England 
but which never materialised. The attempt 
to revive the essay in its original form proved 
impracticable. So much water had run under 
the bridges since 1913 that an entirely new 
statement was needed.. Syndicalism, more
over, in England had never been a really live 
issue. 

It is very significant that towards the close 
of the nineteenth century, when the dry bones 
of Socialism began to be moved upon by 
a new spirit, the reaction of Labour in England 
was markedly different from its reaction on 
the continent and in America. In England 
Trade Unionism was gaining in sttength and 
vitality, a gain of which the great Dock sttike 
of 1889 was both cause and effect, but it 
showed no sign of altering in function. The 
success of the Unions made them all the more 
determined to proceed along the old lines of 
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wresting better conditions from their em
ployers, but, with this end in view, they 
turned their attention more and more to 
political methods. . , 

The starting of the In~c:ndent Labour 
Party iQ. 1893 marked. a d 'te .advance in 
that direction, an advance which has culmin
ated, tbitty years later, in a Labour Party 
actually in office. 

The founders of the I.L.P. must have 
recognised that they owed their glowing 
stIengtl;!. to industIial action yet they were 
not impelled to carry industIial action to its 
logical conclusion. The; industIial revolution, 
in this country had seated the Capitalist too 
firmly in the saddle. The creative impulse, 
which was the mainspring of Latin syndical
ism had no chance under such an incubus 
while a traditional confidence in Parliament 
and a reformed franchise led them to pin their 
faith, like the Chartists before them, to political 
action. Keir Hardie and his friends, not
withstanding their splendid enthusiasm for 
the new party, were tIue democrats of the 
Liberal stamp with a profound belief ii:t 
representative government. 

1n France and in Italy conditions were 
dilferent; the logic of events less obscured. 
Ancient landmarks in custom, character and 
institutions had not been so completely swept 
away by the industIial Hood. while. on the 
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other hand Government had been feebler and 
more corrupt, so that trust in the State-or if 
one prefers to call it so--a servile attitude 
towards the State, had not arisen. 

And so it came to pass that English Labour, 
in the grip of High Finance, could do nothing 
but invoke State aid in fighting the profiteer, 
while Latin Labour jumped at once to the 
logical conclusion that the way to get the 
better of him was to do without him; a con
clusion that found spontaneous expression in 
Syndicalism. 

It would of course be untrue to say that 
Syndicalism was unknown in England. It 
grew up vigorously enough among the Welsh 
miners .and found able exponents there while 
Tom Mann carried on a wide and active 
propaganda. Still it struck no roots in the 
Trade Union world nor did· it cause the 
thinkers of the Fabian Society to swerve by a 
hairsbreadth from their collectivist creed. 

This little book is an attempt. not to cham
pion Syndicalism, but to show that the spirit 
that lay behind it is the one and only force 
that can reconstruct Society. . 

E. TOWNSHEND. 
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